International Society of Animal Professionals
Dear Members,
Welcome to the summer edition of our 2015 Newsletter. Summer? What summer? It has
certainly not arrived here yet in the UK although they are promising us an improvement in
arctic temperatures by the end of next week. Hopefully they got this right.

This last half year has not been boring. Many of us were busy planning our first conference to
be held in Greece. A lot of time and effort as well as money went into it but then,
unfortunately we had to cancel the event a few weeks before due to some of our speakers not
being able to come because of political unrest in their country and also the lack of ISAP
members booking to attend. For this reason ISAP feels unable this summer to issue a grant as
we usually do and I am sure you will understand.

However, I was fortunate enough to be invited yet again by our Greek Ambassador
Dimosthenis Moumiadis to attend their student’s graduation from Kynagon Dog Trainers
Academy in May and issue each graduate with an ISAP membership and course passed
certificate. It was a very special event and I felt so privileged to have been invited again.
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The day started at 9:30 with all students and many of their families attending. We were all
spoilt by beautiful food, ice cold drinks or coffee throughout the day. Each student had to
give a presentation before being
awarded
their
certificates.
Unfortunately
ly I don’t speak Greek
and cannot tell you what it was about
but I know it was all about dogs and
therapy to music with dogs etc.
Dimosthenis had also arranged for a
mini
ini dog show of Border Collies. This
is a breed that is fairly new to Greece
and I am proud to say that our Greek
ambassador is becoming one of the
top breeders on the Continent,
winning lots of show and Alex, his
male dog of 19 months, became
Greek Champion only a few weeks ago. I can assure you, I am seriously in love with that
pooch!
Alex:Blaze:
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But as you can see from the photo there is also a female called Blaze who is a little cracker.
She, too, will go far in the show ring. So it may not come as a surprise to you that Alex got
first prize and Blaze got second overall – after all, I
was judge!
This was followed by a practical demonstration.
Dimosthenis has 4 Border Collies and his favourite,
Layla, is an all-round
round talent in all disciplines. She
does herding, frisby to a professional standard,
agility, search and rescue. She is a dog with a total
devotion to her owner. She would do anything for
him in typical Border Collie style!
In the evening we all met for a party starting at 10:30
pm – my usual bedtime! Life is different in these hot
climates and I think I could adjust to it full-time
full
very
quickly…
It was an amazing time and I experienced a training
school of the highest standard! If any of you feel tempted to go out there and work at
Kynagon for a little while (unpaid!!!) I am sure you would be a top learning experience.I
hope you will all have an enjoyable summer, hopefully with some good holidays or at least a
well-deserved
deserved break from work!

Best wishes,
Brigitte
Executive Director ISAP
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Contribution by our American Ambassador Eric Albert:

The following text is extracted from Frankie’s Rainbow Bridge entry
(http://www.rainbowbridge.com/residents/FRANK037/Resident.htm0
http://www.rainbowbridge.com/residents/FRANK037/Resident.htm0
Frankie was adopted by us in 1995 from the New Rochelle Humane Society. He couldn't
walk due to two luxated patellas (knees),
(k
but the operations were common and his chance for
a normal life was very good. A fund raiser was held before we knew of him and over
$6000.00 was raised to pay for his surgeries. We adopted him and nursed him through the
two operations. We drove him to Manhattan for 19 weeks for each operation on wee
weekends to
go to physical therapy. Frankie needed two more knee operations after the initial two. These
were needed to repair torn ACL's he got from a few falling accidents. Physical therapy was
also provided for his rehabilitation. I drove him to Manhattan so he could go swimming with
a physical therapist specializing in dogs.
Frankie also had numerous other operations, e.g., 2 bladder operations to remove bladder
stones, a cancerous anal gland mass, liver tumors, a tumor in his pituitary gland that was
neutralized by Cyber Knife. Frankie was treated for many health issues such as laryngeal
paresis, bloat, pneumonia, pancreatitis among other things.
Throughout all of the above, Frankie stoically took it all in stride as if to say, "ok, I have
it...let's deal
eal with it and move on". He wasn't a complainer. He was a real trooper. He had a
zest for life and wasn't going let physical impediments stand in his way. Frankie's legacy
benefiting the residents of the New Rochelle Humane Society.

A heartfelt THANK YOU to Eric & Claire for their generosity!!
As of 2015, costs associated with the NRHS generator maintenance contract have been
assumed on an annual basis by Eric Albert & Claire McIntee in memory of their beloved
Frankie, who lived to be 17 1/2 , and
and formerly resided at the NRHS before being adopted by
Eric & Claire. Frankie crossed over Rainbow Bridge on September 7, 2012. He was a
blessing and the best companion anyone could wish for.
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Article by Beth Babbin, our Ambassador for South Africa
What can only be described as the wholesale slaughter of rhinos throughout Africa, continues
unabated. During our most recent visit to the Kruger National Park we were fortunate in
seeing about 60. The park itself covers an area of 19000
sq. kilometres excluding
cluding the adjacent privately owned
reserves. Unfortunately the poaching of these enigmatic
remnants of a prehistoric era overshadows the fate of
many other animals including, amongst others, the
pangolin who suffer the same fate.
It was a trip of special
cial experiences one of which played
out a few metres from our accommodation. Late one
afternoon a young female leopard, in what we would
assume to be an opportunistic kill, caught a young
monkey right outside the camp. This act resulted in the rest of the troop, who were safely
inside the fenced area, to react noisily – however they could not do anything about the
situation. What was heart wrenching was the behaviour of the mother – she came and sat in a
tree adjacent to our braai (outside cooking area) close
close to where the incident had taken place
and howled in a most pathetic manner. This continued
for many hours. Whether this was calling or grief is
unknown. The troop moved away from the camp and
only the mother was seen in the same tree the next
morning, sitting quietly, before moving off to join the
troop.
On the domestic dog scene we are seeing more and
more dogs being blamed, quite unjustly, for having
behavioural problems – the truth being the problem
owner. With so many of them apparently leading such
suc
busy lives, they are unable to devote any time to their
animals, one must question – why have them in the first place?
To appease their consciences they then seek advice from an ever increasing number of
charlatans in the behavioural industry. Each one, offering contradictory advice and this, in
turn, only serves to aggravate the situation. Training then becomes a last resort and this only
exacerbates the problem as food reward for every conceivable action or reaction has become
the norm. The root of the problem is not addressed.The bond and human canine relationship
is fast being destroyed through, to me, questionable methods and actions that do not in any
way resemble natural behaviour. Quick fixes and fast food, albeit dog kibble or similar, the
accepted
ed solution.We can all learn from the problems that developed in our national park
when man interfered with nature by providing additional manmade water points. Based on
good intentions this had disastrous results – grazing and feeding patterns changed
dramatically,
matically, and this in turn, affected the predators, with respect to both their ranges and
their numbers. Culling on a large scale was then required to again provide the correct balance
between prey and predator and for the land to recover in a natural way.
way
We humans have a lot to learn from nature, if only we take the time and make the effort, to
behave in a natural way when interacting with our domestic animals.
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This article is by our Japanese Ambassador Yukiyo Cabrini
Japanese Firefly

（Luciola
Luciola parvula）
parvula

Although as the name suggest they are flies but the Japanese firefly is actually a beetle which
has a hard wing case where as the fly doesn’t.
There are two main types known as the Genji firefly (Luciola cruciate) and the Heike firefly
(Luciola lateralis) which are named after two clans who fought the Battle of Dannoura at the
South of Honshu in 1185 and the souls of the dead Samurai were supposed to have
transmuted into the two different species of fireflies.
They live in the mud in larval
val form for a year and when ready to pupate, the chrysalis will
split they will then turn into the adult firefly during the month of June. The tiny 15mm
15mm-long
bugs live only two weeks after hatching but they create a mysterious atmosphere as they flash
off the light known as bioluminescence which is from a chemical in the abdomen called
luciferin stored in cells lined with a reflective layer of crystals as shown in the picture:

Figure: Firefly emitting lights (Hooper, 2013)

Figure:Lampyridae
Lampyridae (firefly) Furukawa (2015

Fireflies produce light for three reasons. It is used primarily for finding a mate; which the
males flash as their signal and wait for the females to respond however, females of genus
Photuris, known as “femme fatales” mimic the signal pattern of species of a different genus.
If a male from another species tries to mate, the female eats him. The second is to warm
others of danger and that the “Femme fatal” sees this as an opportunity for an easy meal as
she will be drawn by the signal and eat the firefly that is in distress. Finally the light serves as
a form of protection from predators as the signal warns potential predators that it is distasteful
as the light producing chemical has a bitter taste, but! Some predators
predators have learned to avoid
this chemical by eating the head of firefly only and discarding the abdomen.
Although it is becoming rare to see them in the city, many still can see this wonderful
spectacle of the magical courtship dance at night in the countryside.
cou
References
Furukawa Y (2015) Lampyridae (firefly/Fireflies) (online) Available from
http://www.tokyo-hotaru.com/jiten/english.html
hotaru.com/jiten/english.html (Accessed 13th May 2015)
Hooper R (2013) Casting a little light on fireflies The Japan Times (online) available
f r o mhttp://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2013/04/14/national/science
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2013/04/14/national/science-health/casting-a-little-light-on-fireflies/#.VVLko_ntmkp
fireflies/#.VVLko_ntmkp (Accessed
13th May 2015)
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Contribution from our Ambassador of Tunisia, Daria Baturina
This year we have a lot of progress with
animals’ welfare here in Tunisia. Many
charities for animals have been opened by
Tunisians and some newcomers from
abroad.
Our
rehabilitation
centre
"Moomtaz" saved 40 dogs more this year
and found new owners for them.
Our horses are living in health and
happiness as well. This spring we found
an area around a lake and now we are
walking with horses or dogs there and
those long distance walks and swimming speeds up the progress, especially in animals wh
who
have locomotorium problems.

I am also very proud because I found many horse owners in Russia who were interested in
my seminars about horse welfare and hoof health. With those methods I found many
supporters who use my methods in being with animals. Here you can see some photos from
our days in our rehabilitation centre "Moomtaz" .
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This article is by Christopher Formosa, our Ambassador for Malta
The principals of canine learning
Dear colleagues,
First of all I would like to take this opportunity to thank you all for always keeping this
newsletter full of useful information.
I am writing this article in order to give a little update on a new course which is now given to
all of the police dog handlers titled ‘the principals of canine learning.’
The main purpose of this course was to make people aware that many of the problematic
behaviours in dogs often arise as a consequence of our own mistakes or because we would
have adopted the wrong approach.
This course is divided into eleven modules which are;












Introduction to ethology and learning
Classical conditioning
Using classical conditioning to alter a specific behaviour
Operant conditioning
Punishment
Stimulus control
Extinction
Reinforcement schedules
Free shaping, prompting and fading
Splitting and chaining
Clicker training

One must say that I was very satisfied about the outcome of this course since I have received
much more feedback than expected especially from those handlers who have the most
experience.
Obviously enough, the aim of this course was to make all dog handlers aware of what they
are doing in terms of theories as by so, some may notice that they had been doing several of
the techniques suggested without even being aware and more so, sometimes the problem is
not the in the method one uses but due to the wrong timing of the correction or reward.
Last but not least, this course is now included into the Malta police dog section curriculum
which from now on will be officially delivered to all new dog handlers as part of their basic
requirements.
I would also once again like to take this opportunity to thank you all for your excellent work
and effort in order to promote a better way of dog training.
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A Lucky Day by Celia Ann Richards © Ambassador for Australia
Some days are lucky, and some are just not. So many a frogs has found living in Dreamtime.
One such day, a lucky day, while sitting on the wooden steps leading up to our old
Queenslander I was enjoying a sip of wine in the early evening light. When suddenly the
peace was shattered as almighty screams were heard as fear and pleading gripped the
atmosphere in heart wrenching tension.
I looked behind in horror to see a green tree frog (Litoria caerulea) holding on to dear life as
a green tree snake (Dendrelaphis punctulata) desperately tried to eat his dinner. But the green
tree frog did not want to die, not to day, not in this way…and so be it… a thong (flip-flop) in
the guise of a miracle came hurtling towards the unsuspecting snake. In surprise, he let go of
the frog who was quickly picked up taken to the bathroom, washed down, and gently placed
on the bathroom floor where he was
left to recuperate over night (lucky
frog).
Frogs have a wonderful sense of
adventure, so it would seem, since
they search out the strangest of places
to sleep off their night time activities. But, likewise green tree snakes also share this sense of
adventure since they will go to even more extraordinary lengths to hunt down their prey with
sometimes amusing consequences. A simple trip to the car ended up in a huge smile as there
hanging precariously half in and half out of an old slim pipe was a green tree snake hell bent
on reaching his intended prey— a croaking green tree frog. I thought to myself, ‘I should
really leavenature to look after itself.’ So, off I went about my daily routine. But it was not
that simple, curiosity got the better of me as I sneaked back to have a look as to what the
outcome was with the green tree snake and green tree frog.
It was then I distinguished the problem as I peeped through a little hole in the pipe. The tree
snake had caught his prey. But the problem was the green tree frog had blown himself up into
such an enormous balloon that the tree snake and frog were both stuck tight together in the
slim pipe. This was a problem which had to be rectified. The two species locked in the grip of
death needed help! A simple solution was beheld as the pipe was knocked gracefully over to
the muddy ground below. Not happy, but free, the green tree snake slithered off in the search
for easier prey. The green tree frog was hosed down through the small pipe hole and soon
reverted back to his normal size, although the look of fear remained in his fixed gaze. The
green tree frog was safe for now as the pipe was placed in a jungle area away from the
snakes’ hungry jaws. Freedom for all—what a wonderful world…
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Protecting our Pets in the UK
Microchipping our pets can make a difference if the pet is lost or stolen. A tiny chip (which
is no bigger
ger than a grain of rice) is implanted under the pet’s skin and this acts like an
identification device allowing anyone who finds the pet to have the pet scanned and reunited
with its owner. In the United Kingdom every dog will have to be microchipped and this law
comes into effect on 6th April 2016 and any owner whose dog is found
without a chip could face a fine up to £500.
So who can scan a pet? Scanning can be carried out by a
number of authorities such as the police, local authorities,
animal charitiess (RSPCA, Battersea Dogs Home, Dogs Trust,
etc.) and veterinary surgeries. The Kennel Club are donating
scanners to all local authorities in England and Wales.
It is surprising to think that the 2014 annual Strays Dogs Survey
which was produced by the Dogs
Dog Trust showed that over 13,000
stray and lost dogs were handed in to local authorities just across the
London area between 1st April 2013 and 31st March 2014.
Microchipping there helps reunited owners more quickly and reduces the stress that can be
involved
ed when the pet is lost.
By the 6th April 2016 all dogs will need to be microchipped and registered on an approved
database by the age of 8 weeks. For those dogs who are not microchipped owners will have
until 6th April 2016 to get the dogs’ microchipped
microchipped and then placed on an official database.
The Dogs Trust often carry out microchipping for free at certain places/events.
One things for sure microchipping is a right step in the direction in reuniting lost dogs with
their owners and hopefully keep dogs a little safer from being stolen.

Sent in by Jackie Murphy – Ambassador for Great Britain.
Resources: Picture from www.battersea.org.uk
Information: https://www.petlog.org.uk/pet-owners/compulsory-microchipping
https://www.petlog.org.uk/pet
microchipping-faqs-for-pet
owners/
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This article is by Kathy Hisamatsu, our Ambassador of Italy

THE FREE ROAM CAT IN URBAN ITALY
Working experience with cats in Italy as a volunteer has led me
to encounter many stories of many cats and people. My
specialty

is

working

with

injured

feral

cats

during

convalescence in the cat shelter, so handling and relationship
relati
building is critical for promoting faster healing, meaning less
cage time. Being in contact with cat guardians, I have come to
see that the Italian feline colony is a dynamic social project in
human-cat
cat relations. While the domestic pet cat receives
popular attention
ention today, more and more recent studies are
finally being conducted on the feral cat too. Today’s feline colony represents ancient
traditions, the modern animal welfare movement in
Italy, and considers recent ethological studies of the
semi-domesticated cat.
Feline colonies have existed on the Italian peninsula
since ancient Roman times over 2,000 years ago. From
archeological finds and Latin inscriptions, the historian
Engels writes, "the cat was an immensely popular
animal among ordinary Roman subject
subjects during the
Imperial era, especially with women (note: 30bc
30bc500ad)". The feline colony in Italy is a cultural
institution and today is protected by laws which
inherently reflect the national animal welfare law
281/1991, the first modern no-kill
no
law. Animal
welfare of the last 30 or so years has led to the
culture of spay/neuter campaigns as an integral
part of population control and euthanization is
illegal as such. This ground breaking animal
protection law trickles down to the local level
where the municipalities
ipalities are then responsible for
un-owned
owned cats. Sterilization campaigns, registration of feline colonies, microchipping are all
contemplated, even if compliance is disparate from north to south along the boot of Italy.
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Fervent activity in cat welfare includes
includes associations and volunteers being brought on board to
do capillary work on behalf of the public administrations. Here in Trieste, in northeastern
Italy, there are over 600 feline colonies (four or more cats) registered in the province; as of
April 1stt 2015, microchipping is obligatory of colony cats brought in for sterilization. While
providing animals with shelter, food, protection from harm is fundamental, today, animal
wellness is also considered. Italian laws reflect the freedom of un-owned
un owned cats bbeing called
gatti liberi,, literally ‘free cats’ instead of stray. In the urban context, interestingly, the feral
cat now has legal rights to stay on both public and private property. For example, a cat that
territorializes an apartment complex, such as in the courtyard of garden areas, cannot be
removed legally from the premises. This respects the ethological attributes of the free
free-roam
cat.
To respect the range of social and environmental adaptation of an individual feral cat, the
feline colony can provide a lifestyle consonant to his repertoire of experiential and
developmental state of domestication. Meaning, close to humans but not too close. Recent
studies inform us that evaluation of the cat in context of his individual and subjective self,
reveals the truly semi-domesticated
domesticated state of the Felis silvestris catus.. Practically, the cat is in
the midst of domestication. They share many traits with the big cats, for example, the
motivations to explore, patrol territory, hunt, exercise for sprinting or climbi
climbing. They also
share, a part from lions, being solitary hunters and eating alone. The fact that groups of feral
cats gather at mealtimes when the cat guardian distributes food, is seen as a sign of
evolutionary adaption towards domestication (Campa,
2014).
In the Italian feline colony then, we encounter a
continuous presence of cats on the territory, representing
over 2,000 years of mutual benefit between cats and
people; if once, cats were mice catchers today, they
benefit people by their presence as ‘diplomats’
‘dip
in the city
of the natural world. In the urban context,

the wellwell

managed cat colony is a synthesis of public and private
efforts to balance responsibilities in cat welfare. In this open-air
open air workshop of human
human-cat
relations and cohabitation, the feline
feline colony warrants consideration as a promoter for urban
green development in Italy, such as in preserving public park areas with
with trees along with the
popular urban vegetable gardens. Together with the knowledge that feral cats are not all
suited as pets, the feline colony is a modern haven and is a social project. Although there will
12

always be detractors, the feral cat is a figure that is withstanding the test of time. The feline
colony is a dynamic social response to a no-kill Italy and is an integral part of the Italian
cultural heritage.
* Engels, Donald. Classical Cats. London: Routledge, 1991.
* Campa, Sonia. L'insostenibile tenerezza del gatto, 2014.
* Consiglio regionale del Friuli Venezia Giulia. Legge regionale 11 ottobre 2012, n.20
“Norme per il benessere e la tutela degli animali di affezione”. Trieste.
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Dierpraktijk beest
Natuurgeneeskunde
atuurgeneeskunde voor dieren
Dierpraktijk Beest is a Dutch Naturopathic Practice for Animals. Naturopathic
Medicine isMedicine
ine based on natural products. Basic principle is the relation of disease
ailments and symptoms.Dierpraktijk
Dierpraktijk Beest focuses on holistic, proactive prevention and
comprehensive diagnosis and treatment. Implementing a holistic approach means
investigating an animal as undivided whole,
whole, rather than a sum of their parts. Medical history,
nutrition and physical exercise for example play an equally important role in the current
problem. Including these factors results in a complete picture of the animal, coherence of
separate complaints and origin of the complaint(s). Apart from physical aspects
aspectsDierpraktijk
Beest includes mental and energetic aspects.
aspects The outcome is a tailor-made
made treatment for
each individual.
Dierpraktijk Beest implements Naturopathic Medicine & Holistic Therapies to optimize
circumstances for your animal to enable the natural healing process. To that end we supply a
combination of measures and means,
means, specifically aimed at your animal. That is the crux of
the matter. So when do people consultDierpraktijk
consult
Beest?? For example when an animal
suffers from aggression, allergies, fear, physical-,
physical behavioral- or hormonal problems, chronic
disease, skin disease and even boredom. Also for information about housing, nutrition,
training, spaying and sterilization.
tion.
Animal Naturopathy and Holistic Therapies disciplines practicedby Dierpraktijk Beest


Acupressure

Classical Homeopathy



Animal Communication

Herbal Medicine



Aromatherapy

Nutrition



Bach Flower Therapy

Myofunctional Thera
Therapy



Aromatherapy

Massage Therapy



Behavior Therapy

Physical Therapy



Cell Salt Therapy

TTeam & TTouches

Dierpraktijk Beest, Papengang 5, 5361 HB Grave, the Netherlands.

KNOWLEDGE, QUALITY & PASSION
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Animal Naturopath
Animal Nutritionist
Freelance Writer Pet Publications
Ambassador ISAP for the Netherlands
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This article is by Eddie Lee, our ambassador for Hong Kong

Author - Eddie Lee [MSc DProf(Cand.) MSB MHKIOE FISAP] (eddie@iaai.hk)
Ambassador of ISAP for Hong Kong
Founder and Chairperson - Hong Kong Institute of Animal Assisted Intervention
Animal Assisted Interventionis a goal-directed intervention and is designed to promote
improvement in physical, social, emotional and/or cognitive functioning of the person(s)
involved and in which a specially trained animal-handler team is an integral part. AAI
(Animal Assisted Intervention) is directed and/or delivered by a practitioner with specialized
expertise and within the scope of practice of his/her profession. There are specific goals for
each individual involved and the process is documented and evaluated.(Animal Assisted
Intervention International, 2010)
In Hong Kong, Animal Assisted Intervention is not being widely accepted, but in view of the
positive outcomes, it is definitely worth to be further developed.
In view of this, I found the “Hong Kong Institute of Animal Assisted Intervention”
(HKIAAI) in 2014, with the support from various professionals such as dog trainer,
veterinary surgeon, nurse, occupational therapist, physical therapist, clinical psychologist etc.
I am a biologist/ecologist, teaching in universities in Hong Kong. I am also a counsellor and
now diverted myself from scientific areas to the social welfare field, which stay connected to
animals. I am also doing research on animal assisted intervention.
I feel so blessed that it develops rapidly and the public is supporting us without reservation.
The HKIAAI Facebook page (www.iaai.hk) now have more than 12,200 supporters and we
receive a lot of service requests from various organizations.
In this issue, I will briefly introduce our institution and will share more of our services and
findings in future ISAP Newsletters.
Our Name
The short form of our organization name is IAAI, which shows a symmetrical and balanced
combination, symbolizing that we are learning from the participation of people from different
sectors of the world and we all jointly promote the concept of physical and physiological
balance between people and animals, Thereby, creating the power of harmony in the society.
Our Vision
To enhance the recognition of animal assisted intervention through animal assisted therapy
activities and professional academic research. Thereby, creating a mutually equal, loving, and
harmonious life respecting society between people and animals.
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Our Services
- Provide well-planned and therapeutic animal assisted intervention
- Through a variety of educational activities to promote community care for animals and
deliver the message of life respect.
- Provide trainings of professional knowledge, skills and right attitudes to people who are
interested to participate in this service.
Snapshots

Educational Seminar

Learning animal welfare in action

Adoption Events
Animal Assisted Intervention Session
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Dear Brigitte,
The earthquake of 25th April has killed thousands of individuals. It has injured many more
and destroyed villages, towns and farms. Despite the resilience and resourcefulness of the
people of Nepal the country faces a struggle to regain normality, particularly as aftershocks
continue to rumble, landslides are frequent and the monsoon approaches.
HART's experiences are noted here as, alongside other governmental bodies and other NGOs,
it reeled, then regrouped and then used its resources to help wherever it could.
Pre-earthquake
Work with the mass anti-rabies vaccination programmes in Pokhara and Bharatpur was
proceeding well. Clinics were open and taking in animals brought for treatment whilst
continuing the neutering campaign.
The work scheduling in the newly added wards of Pokhara and Bharatpur was under
discussion.
25th April
The earthquake struck just after noon. As this was a Saturday no staff were working and the
first priority was to ascertain that all were OK. Once this was established the next priority
was to establish the extent of damage to animals in Pokhara and Bharatpur. A survey on 27th
April showed that both areas were relatively unscathed. Dogs and cats had been able to run
from trouble and structural damage was confined to a few areas. Our own clinics were
undamaged.
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Strategy
Co-founders Khageshwaar, Barbara and Jim decided that HART would liaise with local
District Livestock Services Office (DLSO) and offer assistance in areas as requested. DLSO's
have sub branches within the districts and, if communications work, are best placed to
determine animal needs.
A number of international animal welfare NGOs deployed teams to Kathmandu and worked
alongside the groups there, ensuring that the Kathmandu valley was well covered.
Initial relief missions
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On 1st May we sent a relief vehicle from Pokhara to the area north of Gorkha and another
from Bharatpur to the Dhading region acting in response to DLSO calls and private
information including emails received from overseas.
The full stories of these trips are on Facebook www.facebook.com/hartnepal
These were frightening and dangerous journeys and we are immensely proud to be associated
with the staff who made them.
Further decisions
After the first relief trips it was clear that there were few earthquake related injuries to cats
and dogs even in areas otherwise devastated.
However many livestock animals had suffered with cases ranging from broken backs and legs
to minor wounds.
HART is not expert in livestock services but could offer basic aid and consultation when
there was no other alternative for the farmers.
Some owners were clearly in shock and were offered advice on care for their animals even if
they had not been physically harmed.
Further missions
The Bharatpur team left on a second mission to Nuwakot and Dhading on 5th May,
accompanied by volunteer vets and volunteer vet students. They visited as many villages as
possible in the area, treating about 250 animals before returning to base.
On 9th May they set out again to villages in the Lamjung region where they remained until
14th.
The Pokhara team travelled to Sindupalchowk on 8th May having met up with volunteer
experts, Dr Ben Brown, Dr John Skuja and Dr Springer Browne as well as GP Dahal.
Livestock treatment continued until 12th May when a second major earthquake struck Nepal.
Although escaping serious injury, the team decided to return to base and regroup after this
added blow.
Continuity
Again the decision was made to continue offering relief missions, particularly in view of the
substantial further damage caused by the second quake.
The Pokhara team returned to Sindupalchowk on 21st May, this time with a second vehicle
organised by AWNN and volunteers Dr Cate Sutton, Dr Donald Hudson, Dr Mahima Gupta
and, once again, GP Dahal.
Further treatments and follow-up work was carried out. The farmers showed such relief on
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the

return

of

the

animal

welfare

teams

that

we

have

promised

to

return.

Meanwhile the Bharatpur team left for Dolakha, another inaccessible and badly hit region, on
17th May. They had an especially difficult journey threatened by landslides as aftershocks
continued. They were the first vet team to reach the area but were delighted to find the
majority of animals were OK. Even so, they treated around 500 with pain relief, dewormers
and other medications before returning to base.
This team is currently on a final follow-up to Gorkha and, on return, will take a short rest and
then resume normal work.
Normality
Like everyone in Nepal, all at HART are longing to return to the routine of our everyday
campaigns and programmes.
The strength and professionalism of our staff have been beyond any possible expectation. We
now look forward to continuing to work together.
Thank you from all at HART for your wonderful support at this difficult time
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